Abstract. Current orthogonal graph drawing algorithms produce drawings which are generally good. However, many times the readability of orthogonal drawings can be signi cantly improved with a postprocessing technique, called re nement, which improves aesthetic qualities of a drawing such as area, bends, crossings, and total edge length. Re nement is separate from layout and works by analyzing and then ne-tuning the existing drawing in an e cient manner. In this paper we de ne the problem and goals of orthogonal drawing re nement and introduce a methodology which e ciently re nes any orthogonal graph drawing. We have implemented our technique in C++ and conducted preliminary experiments over a set of drawings from ve well known orthogonal drawing systems. Experimental analysis shows our technique to produce an average 34% improvement in area, 22% in bends, 19% in crossings, and 34% in total edge length.
Introduction
Orthogonal graph drawings represent nodes with boxes and edges with polygonal chains of horizontal and vertical line segments which reside on an underlying grid. Drawings in this style are useful for applications which bene t from high clarity representations. Much research has been conducted in this area and various algorithms exist to produce orthogonal drawings of planar 1, 11, 16, 27, 29] , general maximum degree four 1, 23, 26] , and general higher degree graphs 2, 14, 21 ]. An extensive experimental study was conducted by Di Battista et. al. 7] where four general purpose orthogonal drawing algorithms were implemented and compared with respect to area, bends, crossings, edge length, and running time.
Many papers have suggested ways of evaluating the \goodness" of a graph drawing (for example 8, 10, 17, 20, 28] ) in addition to the standard measures of area, crossings, bends, and edge length which are used as a means to evaluate the quality of a graph drawing algorithm. The achievement of many of these goals, aesthetics and constraints is known to be NP-Hard. Complicating this issue is the experience that maximizing one particular quality of a drawing causes another to be signi cantly poor since some of these qualities work against each other. Therefore most algorithms try to layout the graph in a manner which is good for some set of aesthetics.
Current orthogonal graph drawing algorithms produce drawings which are generally good. However, many times the readability of orthogonal drawings can be signi cantly improved with a postprocessing step which modi es the positions of nodes, edges, and bends. It is vital that drawings which are created by any graph layout system are very readable. Re nement is a postprocessing methodology which can be applied to any orthogonal drawing and improves readability by analyzing the drawing and then ne-tuning it while keeping the majority of the layout intact. The result is a new drawing which has improved aesthetic qualities including area, bends, crossings, and edge length. Previous work includes compaction strategies 2, 27, 29] and movement of stranded nodes 12] . However, the scope of these postprocessing techniques is limited. A more sophisticated methodology is needed to further improve the aesthetic qualities of graph drawings. We have focused on the development and implementation of several e cient re nement modules which work on any orthogonal drawing (including degree greater than four). An example of a drawing before and after re nement is shown in Figure 1 . after re nement on the right (same scale). There is a 29% improvement in area, 13% improvement in the number of bends, 11% in the number of crossings, and 24% in the total edge length.
There are two types of re nement: interactive and static. During the interactive re nement of drawings we must maintain the user's mental map 20] and are allowed to make only minimal changes. The requirements for the re nement methodology are very similar to those of interactive graph drawing algorithms 3, 5, 13, 20, 19, 24] . The fact that the user has already seen a drawing of a graph means that the re nement technique must not make changes so drastic that pieces of the drawing are not recognizable. Static re nement ne tunes drawings for which we do not have to maintain the user's mental map: we are free to make any change in the embedding. Certainly re nement cannot be a cure for a very poor layout because this would require the essential invocation of some other layout algorithm. Re nement ne-tunes an existing drawing by improving some layout qualities. Our tool performs static re nement on any orthogonal graph drawing.
Our re nement technique produced a signi cant 19% to 34% average improvement for each of the generally accepted characteristics area, bends, crossings, and total edge length in preliminary experiments over drawings from ve algorithms. Since di erent applications require di erent classes of drawings and therefore need to focus on varying kinds of re nement, our system has the exibility to vary the types and order of re nement modules called, so that a user may re ne drawings in a manner speci c for a particular application.
Re nement
During a survey of orthogonal drawings from a variety of sources, we repeatedly observed extra area, bends, edge crossings, and edge length caused by U-turns in edges (as described in 19]), super uous bends, poor placement of degree two nodes, two incident edges of a node crossing, nodes stranded very far from their neighbors, and unused space inside the drawing. See Figure 2 for examples. Note that the attachment points of the left three vertical edges in the self crossing example, Figure 2D , are not moved. The node is extended to the left allowing the placement of the edge with the bend. Then the right side of the node is contracted since the space of the old edge placement is no longer needed.
Speci cally, U-Turns are three contiguous edge sections which form a \U" shape with the middle section pulled far from the source and target nodes of those three sections. Super uous bends are those which exist even if there is room in the space of the drawing for an edge with less bends. Clearly U-Turns and super uous bends can occur multiple times in edges which have four or more sections. Poorly placed degree two nodes are those which are neither on a bend nor in the midst of its two incident edges. Self crossings are those which occur between two edges incident to the same node. Self crossings are divided into two categories: near and far self crossings. Near self crossings are those whose positions di er from that of the node in either the horizontal or vertical orientation. Far self crossings di er in both orientations. A stranded node is a degree one node which is placed very far from its neighbor.
Fixing a set of the above de ned problems with a sequence of re nements will certainly reduce the visual complexity of the drawings, however we take our methodology one step further. If we perform these re nements directly on the given drawing we will improve the quality of the drawing, but will still miss some of those improvements which are less visually obvious. Therefore we preprocess the given graph into a simpler one. First we absorb all chains of degree two nodes into an edge and then denote each degree one node to be a super node and determine the minimum distance needed between it and its neighbor (as is also done in 5, 21]). All re nement operations are performed on this simpli ed graph. The re nement techniques have been implemented to acknowledge the presence of super nodes and edges and place them in some appropriate manner. After re nement is complete the preprocessing is undone in order to restore the graph to its original topology. The preprocessing operations allow our methodology to catch signi cantly more of the above problems and therefore produce better quality drawings. 2 Many improvements may be made without increasing the area of the drawing, but allowing the addition of more area may enable re nement to signi cantly improve other aesthetics of the drawing. For example, adding a row or column may be necessary to remove a self crossing. However this allowance should be according to user requirements and must be parametrically de ned.
It is important to emphasize that re nement is an evolving process. We are planning to implement additional modules for improving orthogonal drawings as we discover and develop further techniques.
Implementation and Experimental Results

Implementation
Re ne-Orthogonal-Graph-Drawing has been implemented in GNU C++ Version 2.7.2 with Tom Sawyer Software's Graph Layout Toolkit Version 2.3.1 and a TCL/TK graphical user interface. A set of experiments has been run on a Sparc 5 running Sun OS Release 4.1.3.
Many interesting and challenging issues were addressed during the implementation of Re ne-Orthogonal-Graph-Drawing. First we needed a mechanism to search the space within the given drawing to move pieces of the drawing without occluding uninvolved elements. We represent the space of the drawing with a dynamic orthogonal grid structure in which rows and columns may be added at any point within the space. Elements of the drawing are represented with grid segments owned by nodes, edges, and bends.
Each of the re nement modules can be viewed as a local searching technique. The module which shortens U-Turn edges looks at the endpoints of the middle edge and places them as close as possible to their neighbors. If the new placement of the middle segment is still orthogonal and does not occlude any drawing elements we are done. Otherwise we search the space toward the old placement until su cient space is found for the middle segment. At worst, this will be the old placement. See Figure 3 . It is important to note that the edges involved in the U-Turn may actually represent a chain of degree two nodes, therefore we must detect that situation and be sure to place those nodes only where there is su cient space in the grid. We iteratively place each degree two node closer to its neighbor. Also, we examine each set of three contiguous segments in each edge so that we can catch more of the U-Turns. This is especially important when we are really dealing with degree two chains. The super uous bends module examines each set of three contiguous edge segments in every edge. For each set, call one endpoint of the middle edge segment x and the other y. De ne a and b to be the points shown in Figure 4 . If space in the drawing allows, then place x at a or y at b. The self crossing module inserts rows or columns as speci ed in Step 3 of Procedure Re ne-Orthogonal-Graph-Drawing. Since the grid is dynamic, we insert the new gridlines inside the node to x a near self crossing on the appropriate side and that automatically forces the node to grow. For far self crossings of a degree three or higher node, a row or column is inserted at that crossing (see Figure 5 for examples). The rst far self crossing solution is for the case where the node has degree two while the second solution is for higher degree nodes. The second solution adds two bends and therefore the super uous bends re nement module should be run on the new drawing to remove these extra bends if possible. Some users may not wish to save a crossing at the potential cost of a new row and two additional bends, therefore the user is given a parametric option whether or not to use this particular solution. Also note that in a far crossing the attachment points of the two crossing edges are swapped so that the positions of those neighbors are not changed. If the movement of the attachment points is not acceptable, the user may set a parametric option preventing this action. The stranded node module removes involved node and edge segments from the grid and searches the space from the neighbor node out. If the lone incident edge actually represents a chain of degree two nodes, this process is iteratively carried out for each degree two node from the original node out to the stranded node, see Figure 6 .
The user also has a parametric option for this module to allow the addition of rows and columns as necessary to avoid adding any crossings or to allow crossings to remain. This option gives the user the ability to decide to give priority to area or crossing reduction. We believe that reducing the number of crossings is paramount and chose the rst parametric option for our experiments. In part, this decision was in uenced by the study presented in 25] which showed the number of crossings to have a very signi cant e ect on readability. This is certainly not to say that avoiding crossings will always cause the addition of area. In fact, in many drawings, the area will still be reduced while avoiding crossings.
The module which xes poor placement of degree two nodes, rst postprocesses edges which represent degree two chains and then visits each newly restored degree two node to verify that it lies either on a bend or in the midst of its two incident edges. It is recognized that di erent users may want di erent types of drawings and need to re ne a speci c aesthetic quality. Also di erent algorithms merit the use of di erent types of re nement: drawing algorithms inherently have strengths and weaknesses with respect to di erent aesthetic criteria. Static orthogonal graph drawing algorithms either planarize and then embed with a planar algorithm or proceed in an essentially incremental fashion. While the problems described in the previous section occur with all of the orthogonal algorithms surveyed, some types of problems occur more frequently in a particular class of orthogonal algorithms. For example, planarization algorithms have a tendency to have some very long edges and place nodes far away from their neighbors. Incremental algorithms tend to have super uous bends. Our re nement methodology automatically detects these problems and xes them regardless of the class of algorithm used to create the drawing. Furthermore, our implementation communicates with the user via a graphical user interface which allows the user to perform the desired set of re nements in any order. This exibility adds power to re nement in that the user can re ne any orthogonal drawing in a manner which is application speci c.
We have designed and implemented all of our re nement techniques to take linear time with respect to the number of grid segments. The number of grid segments is bounded by the number of nodes and edges and hence re nement takes O(n + m) time, where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of edges.
Experimental Results
We have conducted a set of preliminary experiments with our implementation. The source drawings are layouts of Rome graphs 7] (available at http://www. inf.uniroma3.it/people/gdb/wp12/LOG.html) produced by the Giotto, BendStretch, Column, and Pair algorithms as implemented at Brown University's Graph Drawing Server 4] (http://loki.cs.brown.edu:8081/graphserver), and Tom Sawyer Software's Graph Layout Toolkit version 2.3.1. Each drawing was given as input to our re nement implementation and data collected as to the improvements made in area, bends, edge crossings, and total edge length for each drawing. A table summarizing the average percent improvement for this set of aesthetics over drawings from the ve layout algorithms is given next. 21 29 In the table, the left column of percentages for each algorithm represents the average improvement over all drawings. This includes the drawings for which our technique is unable to improve the drawing with respect to that aesthetic. The second column of percentages for each layout technique represents the average percent improvement for those drawings which our technique was able to strictly improve. The row marked , represents the average percent improvement made with respect to all four aesthetics for that particular algorithm. represents the average percent improvement made for area, bends, crossings or edge length over all of the experimental source drawings. Note that re nement acts on the input drawing which is produced by a speci c implementation of a chosen algorithm. As such, re nement improves aesthetic qualities caused by possible problems of both a chosen algorithm and the implementation of that algorithm.
BEND-ST COLUMN GIOTTO PAIR
Our implementation of re nement makes a 34% improvement on average in both area and total edge length. This huge improvement is due largely to the modules of our technique which shorten long edges. As it is well known in the VLSI circuit design eld, the area is usually dominated by the amount of wiring. Likewise, the area of graph drawings is usually dominated by the edge lengths. So our methods which shorten the total edge length also inherently decrease the area. Hence we see a proportional improvement in both area and total edge length. In addition the area is also reduced by the compaction phase. Although several orthogonal layout algorithms already use a compaction phase, our compaction has such a signi cant e ect since other phases of re nement have simpli ed the drawing by reducing its geometric complexity. Therefore, pieces of the drawing have more freedom to move and can therefore be compacted more e ciently.
Our experiments also show about 20% improvement on average with respect to bends and crossings. This is due to the modules which particularly re ne those elements.
Re nement signi cantly improves drawings created by each of these orthogonal algorithms. As mentioned earlier, every layout algorithmhas a set of strengths and weaknesses. These strengths and weaknesses with respect to area, bends, crossings and total edge length are apparent in the numbers collected for each algorithm in our experiments. Giotto is the most evolved implementation of the Graph Drawing Server (GDS) and thus re nement has a lesser impact on these drawings. One of the main steps of Giotto nds the minimum number of bends of the planarized graph 29]. Our re nement improved the number of bends by an average 2%. When our tool was able to improve the number of bends, the improvement was on the average 8%, with some improvements up to 50%. The planarization step of Giotto causes some nodes to be placed far from their neighbors, hence we see a more signi cant improvement of 21% with respect to total edge length.
Likewise we notice similar behavior with Tom Sawyer Software's Graph Layout Toolkit (GLT). Their implementation allows each edge to have at most one bend. So the average is 11% compared to the average 22% improvement in the number of bends over the entire experiment set. Column and Pair drawings experience very signi cant improvements of each aesthetic. Especially notice the average 40% and 37% improvements in the number of bends and the average 51% and 45% improvements in total edge length. This is related not only to the nature of these algorithms, but also to the implementation of these algorithms in the GDS. As discussed above, the quality of a drawing before re nement depends heavily on a chosen algorithm, and even more heavily on the implementation of the algorithm. Re nement xes problems caused by both the algorithms and their implementations. This is evidenced by the behavior of re nement on Column and Pair drawings. Instead of dividing input graphs into biconnected components and performing a layout on each component, the GDS implementations of Column and Pair augment graphs to make them biconnected and then perform the layout on the augmented graph. The augmenting edges are removed during the nal step and the resulting drawing shows only the input graph. This implementation decision has increased the geometric complexity of many Column and Pair drawings. Our re nement technique provides a 9% to 30% average improvement of Bend-Stretch drawings for all aesthetics considered.
It is important to note the di erence between the \All" percentages and the \Better" percentages. All ve of these orthogonal algorithms produce good drawings: sometimes the number of crossings and bends is already optimal. Of course, the re nement tool cannot reduce the number of bends in a drawing which already has the lowest possible number of bends. Also, some layouts do not allow the embedding to be re ned much. Hence, the \All" percentage improvement is lower than the strictly \Better" improvement.
Example drawings from Bend-Stretch, Column, Pair and Tom Sawyer's GLT along with their re ned drawings are included in the following pages. Such an example for Giotto appears in Figure 1 .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented an e cient postprocessing technique to improve aesthetic qualities of any orthogonal graph drawing. Speci cally we focused on reducing the area, number of bends, number of crossings and total edge length. A preliminary experimental study conducted over a set of drawings from ve well known algorithms produced very good results. An average 34% improvement was made in area, 22% in bends, 19% in crossings, and 34% in edge length. Re nement is an evolving technique. We plan to implement more modules of re nement as we develop further techniques to improve orthogonal graph drawings. Also, we plan to further enhance the graphical user interface of our re nement tool so that the re nement process can be even more tailored to an individual user's needs. More parametric options, such as the one for the stranded node module which sets a priority for crossings or area, will be added. Further, we would like to capture the user's modal interactions with the drawing elements so that we can further improve the quality of given drawings to some application-speci c standard. There is a 34% improvement in area, 24% in the number of bends, 33% in the number of crossings, and 39% in the total edge length. Brendan Madden, for making their software available to implement our re nement modules. We are also grateful to Stina Bridgeman, Roberto Tamassia and the Graph Drawing group at Brown University for the Graph Drawing Server which is a great resource. There is a 65% improvement in area, 35% improvement in the number of bends, 56% in the number of crossings, and 66% in the total edge length.
